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Dental news
OLYMPIC COVERS ARTIST IS A HIT WITH DENTISTS
Russell Tudor, the artist behind the recent London Olympics 2012 BDJ cover series, has been inundated with requests from dentists to buy the original cover artwork, and has also been commissioned to do some new pieces.
The 12 covers comprising the series, which were published from 14 January to 23 June 2012 in the run up to this year's London Olympic Games, are a lighthearted take on 12 Olympic sports, illustrated with a dental twist.
Russ, 48, spoke to the BDJ about the artistic process. 'When I am commissioned to do a painting I usually work up a sketch and send it to the art editor for approval. Once it is approved I move on to finished artwork which is usually paint and ink on art-board. The work is then scanned and emailed. Thanks to modern technology the days of posting huge pieces of artwork and hoping it arrives before the deadline are over.
I was really excited when the BDJ contacted me as the project had so much scope to create so many
DENTIST SCRIBBLERS REQUIRED
The Institute of Hypnotherapy for Medical and Dental Practice (IHMDP) is looking for dentists who are also writers to attend their October courses then write about them.
The IHMDP will be holding the one day courses 'Dental Hypnosis 1: Technical Foundations' and 'Dental Hypnosis 2: Applied Clinical Skills' on 16-17 October 2012 in Central London. The foundation course covers skills in using hypnosis both formally and informally in interactions with patients to alleviate anxiety and experience of pain and facilitate giving treatment to anxious patients. The Applied Clinical Skills course builds on the skills gained in part 1.
Successful dentist/writer applicants will receive a discount on the cost of the courses.
Interested readers are advised to email rosejanerouse@yahoo.co.uk. www.ihmdp.org wonderful characters in such unusual situations, and I have learned so much about dentistry while doing research for the paintings. Some of it was wonderful and some totally gruesome. I think I'll stick to the pencil and brush rather than crown pliers and gum guillotine forceps -and don't get me started on dental dams. ' Russ, born and bred in Bolton, originally refined his skills during four years at art college. As a huge fan of Gerald Scarfe and Ralph Steadman he found his niche specialising in caricatures and humorous illustration. He is currently working on a large illustration for the Wall Street Journal, drawing 'politicians he has never heard of' .
Russ is pleased that the covers seem to have been greatly enjoyed by the dental community and said: 'It makes all the hard work I put into creating the illustrations worthwhile. ' www.russtudor.com
EARL HOWE ADDRESSES LDC CONFERENCE
The 61st Local Dental Committee (LDC) Conference was held in Sheffield on 14-15 June 2012. Jim Lafferty took the Chair and hosted Gyles Brandrethwriter, broadcaster and former MP -at the conference dinner.
The conference focused on three main items this year: the dental contract pilots; foundation training selection processes and place availability; and the reforms to the NHS. For the first time in several years, the Minister responsible for dentistry, Earl Howe, addressed the Conference. The Minister was well received by delegates and stated that he greatly appreciated the opportunity to address delegates and was focused on ensuring that reforms to the dental contract were based on capitation, prevention and quality.
Motions were received on a variety of subject areas, but the notable areas of interest were foundation training, seniority pay and time-limited contracts.
LDC Conference 2013 will be chaired by Richard Elvin from Hertfordshire and will be held in the Hilton, London Metropole.
